
All images Â© Samantha Yates, shared with permissionFrom her workshop in Shipley, West Yorkshire, artist Samantha Yates crafts long-stemmed botanicals in colorful stained glass. She draws on her background in
horticulture to shape the curved metallic borders and gleaming petals and leaves. I love the limits with the copper foil technique (no painting, no fusing), the challenge of trying to recreate 3D with 2D, (and) asking myself
what are the essential qualities of that plant, that flower, that leaf? Is it color, shape, the stem outline? she explains.Casting vibrant shadows, the stylized pieces are based on florals the artist picks from her garden or
around her homeâ€”see examples on Instagramâ€”and are paired to evoke moods similar to those of fresh bouquets, I love light, the transparency of glass, the paper-thin quality of petals, light through leaves, she
says.See more of Yates&#8217;s delicate botanicals and shop individual stems and bouquets on her site. (via Lustik)&nbsp;All images Â© Tammy Kanat, shared with permissionA decade into her weaving practice,
Australian artist Tammy Kanat (previously) continues to explore the possibilities of fiber, texture, and knots. Her giant wall hangings rely on patches of tufted wool, concentric circles in linen, and fringed, silk motifs
suspended in lopsided brass rings to evoke organic forms and naturally occurring patterns.Focusing on energy and movement, each abstract piece contrasts high piles and flatweaves comprised of thousands of knots that
Kanat composes without a preconceived plan. I often think of my weavings as a novel, as I work on a piece it is one chapter at a time until I finish it. Not knowing what the end will be keeps me driven and engaged. I have
been creating more intricate woven shapes, inspired by my surroundings in nature, the artist says. I have become more engaged and curious about the slow detailed process of weaving, experimenting with one knot at a
time.In her most recent body of work A Woven Metaphor, Kanat utilizes more angled frames with vibrant gradients radiating outward. The wall hangings are about the shapes and colors gently pulling you into the piece. A
dark center which evolves gradually to a lightness on the outside providing relief, she shares. The works are a juxtaposition of complexity and simplicity.Kanat shares glimpses into her weaving and shaping techniques on
Instagram, and you can explore an archive of her pieces, and find her celebratory 10-year project, on her site.&nbsp;All images Â© Ruby Silvious, shared with permissionRuby Silviousâ€™s quaint seaside scenes and
bucolic landscapes nestle between the torn edges and wrinkled folds of a used teabag. The Coxsackie, New York-based artist (previously) paints miniature scenes of everyday life on the stained paper pouches, leaving
the string and tags intact as a reminder of the repurposed material&#8217;s origin. Silvious sells prints of her watercolor pieces on her site, and you can follow her latest projects and news about upcoming
exhibitionsâ€”she will be showing her upcycled works in France and Japan in 2022â€”on Instagram.&nbsp;A northern cardinal. All images licensed from Carla RhodesDuring the winter months of late 2020 into early 2021,
photographer Carla Rhodes cared for a birdfeeder that hung outside of her home in the Catskills of New York. The suspended food source garnered attention from myriad cold-weather adventurers, including a brilliant
northern cardinal, numerous pairs of mourning doves, and furry little field mice, who visited the area amongst the snow and frigid temperatures.Thanks to a camera stationed nearby, Rhodes documented the curious cast
of wildlife who wandered into her yard, an endeavor that culminated in the striking photographic project Beneath the Bird Feeder. Comprised of dozens of images primarily shot in low light, the series frames the unique
features of the unaware animals, capturing the pearlescent wings of a tufted titmouse or the beady eye of North America&#8217;s only venomous mammal, the short-tailed shrew.Explore more from the collection and find
an array of conservation-focused images on Rhodes&#8217;s site and Instagram.&nbsp;A tufted titmouseMourning dovesA black-capped chickadeeAn eastern gray squirrelAn American red squirrelA deer mouseA
northern short-tailed shrewA northern cardinalA dark-eyed juncoDetail of Human Ruin. All images Â© Peter Callesen, shared with permissionTowering over cut-out voids are artist Peter Callesenâ€™s sculptures of
existing architectural ruins and stately edifices. Constructed with a single sheet of white paper, the miniature buildings appear to surface from their original flat piece into three-dimensional forms complete with crumbling
facades and tipped columns. Each work juxtaposes the soft, fragile material with the sturdy subject matter and is a reminder of what once was present and that even material like stone can change and break, the artist
says, explaining further:Almost as creation in reverse, the ruin as a motif for my works deals with the themes of rise and fall, through typical gothic architecture inspired by romantic painters. The ruins are rising from their
intact and undamaged silhouettes. The work &#8216;17.8 Tall Tower of Babel&#8217; is also linked to brokenness and failure, because of the Tower of Babel myth.Callesen, who is based in Mors, Denmark, is showing
some of these smaller sculptures at Vestjyllands Udstillingen through January,Â  and you can explore more of his intricate miniatures and sprawling installations on Instagram.&nbsp;Human Ruin17.8 Tall Tower of
BabelOn The Other SideLittle Erected RuinLittle Ice CastleErected Ruinï»¿What does a full day of sun look like at the earth&#8217;s southernmost point? Robert Schwarz, who was stationed in the antarctic for 15 years
as part of the experimental Keck project, filmed an illuminating timelapse while at the snowy location that shows the bright star floating above the horizon for an entire five-day period. Shot in March 2017, the footage
captures the bright sky just before the first sunset in months, when the pole experiences a dark period from April to August.Schwarz documents a variety of natural phenomena, including the dancing lights of the aurora
australis, moon phases, and the Miky Way, on Vimeo. (via Kottke)&nbsp;All images courtesy of A.P.P. Architects &amp; AssociatesThe innovative project of Farhad Mirzaie and the firm A.P.P. Architects &amp;
Associates, Revolving Bricks Serai is a dynamic office building in Arak, a city largely known as the industrial capital of Iran. Nestled within a residential area, the structure is designed with privacy in mind and features a
rippling, wave-like facade made of brick that allows natural light to stream through while obstructing outside viewers from peering into the space.The individual blocks, which have ends painted in turquoise and azure, are
arranged according to parametric design. A booming trend in architecture, the style generally focuses on sweeping, curved lines, forms simulating structures occurring in nature, and a consideration of how elements
interact individually and as a whole. An algorithm determines many of today&#8217;s designs based on these geometric principles, although Antoni GaudÃ is widely credited for pioneering analog methods with his
upside-down modeling.Find more of Mirzaie and his firm&#8217;s recent projects on Instagram. (via Jeroen Apers)&nbsp;Visions of the Night Muse in Jade (2021), 20 x 15.5 x 7.5 inches. All images by Matthew
Hollerbush, Â© Amber Cowan, shared with permissionPhiladelphia-based artist Amber Cowan (previously) molds found and flameworked glass into narrative sculptures brimming with ornate flourishes and enchanting
details. Her delicate works are often monochromatic and revitalize vintage elements, including a figure from a McKee Glass Company vase in Visions of the Night Muse in Jade, for example, or the baubles in varying
shades of purple that comprise Hummingbirds Feast on Helio and Lavender. The pressed glass pieces pay homage to the once-thriving industry by recasting antique scenes and motifs in new tableaus.Diverging slightly
from the precisely sculpted forms that comprise much of her work, Cowan has started to incorporate long drips into her more recent sculptures. In her vertical cornucopia and fountain pieces, leaves and other botanicals
hanging over the edges of the vessels appear malleable as they splash into small, circular drops.In January, Cowan&#8217;s solo show will open at Brunnier Art Museum at Iowa State University, and if you&#8217;re in
New York City, stop by the Museum of Arts and Design in February to see some of the artist&#8217;s work as part of Craft Front &amp; Center. Otherwise, keep up with her latest sculptures on Instagram.&nbsp;Detail of
Visions of the Night Muse in Jade (2021), 20 x 15.5 x 7.5 inchesHummingbirds Feast on Helio and Lavender (2021), 20 x 15.5 x 7.5 inchesLeft: Cornucopia in Shell (2021), 8 x 5.5 x 4 inches. Right: Fountain in Rosalene
(2021), 17 x 8.5 x 8.5 inchesDetail of Hummingbirds Feast on Helio and Lavender (2021), 20 x 15.5 x 7.5 inchesAutumn Fan in Mandarin and Bittersweet Orange (2021), 17.5 x 17.5 x 8 inchesâ€œGarden Snail with
Feather and Pearlsâ€•Tintype of a young girl, 1870s. Collection of the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture, Gift of Oprah WinfreyThe latest in a slew of institutions launching virtual
counterparts, the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture released a new platform that makes its archive accessible to those outside of its Washington, D.C. home. Displaying its lauded
collection of Black history, the Searchable Museum is a digital trove of multimedia projects, videos, podcasts, and more than 40,000 3D renderings of its archive.Its first exhibition, titled Slavery and Freedom, opens in
1400, an era before people were seen as goods to be bought and sold. By the 1600s, an unanticipated shift took place. The primary commodity became enslaved African people. This is their story, a statement says. The
exhibition follows slavery&#8217;s trajectoryâ€”it speaks to the ways Black people shaped colonial North America and the hypocrisy inherent in the U.S.&#8217;s vows for freedom before culminating in an exploration of
the Civil War and Reconstructionâ€”through photos, banknotes, maps, illustrations, and a variety of other artifacts.As its name suggests, the Searchable Museum offers multiple ways to peruse its archive, including an
explore section with objects like Harriet Tubman&#8217;s shawl and the Point of Pines Slave Cabin, a relic from the plantation on Edisto Island, South Carolina, that was occupied from 1850 to the 1980s and is only
viewable online. Other segments include glimpses into the stories of people who aren&#8217;t widely known but have profound impacts and the way history continues to shape life today. (via
Hyperallergic)&nbsp;Classroom, 1870. Photographs and Prints Division, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox, and Tilden FoundationsAnti-AIDS mural in New York
CityHenrietta Lacks (HeLa): The Mother of Modern Medicine by Kadir Nelson, 2017. Collection of the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture and National Portrait Gallery, Gift from Kadir
Nelson and the JKBN Group, LLCMarch on Washington for Jobs and Freedom, 1963. Library of Congressï»¿A stunning work of both social commentary and technical dexterity, Migrants explores the heartbreaking
aftermath of a climate disaster. The animationâ€”which is an impressive collaboration between fifth-year animations students ZoÃ© Devise, Hugo Caby, Antoine Dupriez, Aubin Kubiak, and Lucas Lermytte, who are
currently enrolled at the French PÃ´le 3D schoolâ€”centers on a simple story: a mother polar bear and her cub flee their arctic habitat as styrofoam icebergs crumble into the water and their once-frozen home becomes
unlivable. As they encounter insensitive brown bears in a lush, green climate, the duo struggles to survive.Through knitted patchwork characters and sets digitally crafted to evoke stop-motion techniques, the poignant
short expands on climate crisis narratives that explore only the immediate effects of a hurricane, fire, or in this case, an entire region of the planet that&#8217;s melting. Instead, Migrants includes the difficulty refugees
face when they&#8217;re displaced by such events, and the adorable, plush cub&#8217;s scared expressions and fearful whimpers generate a dose of empathy often lacking from today&
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